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Details of Visit:

Author: Don22
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 17 Apr 2015 18:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07956865501

The Premises:

Studio flat. West Kensington. Easy parking. Clean rented basement flat. Adequate shower.

The Lady:

Early 30s MILF. Curvy (not BBW). English. Looks like photos. Pretty face. Nice accent. Large
breasts.

The Story:

Saw her profile first listed in London last month. Liked the pics - attractive face (that face pic not on
profile at present), curvy, English. New to the AW site but not to escorting I think. Called and spoke
to her and she sounded intelligent and well spoken. Was on a tour to London but could not meet me
as she had to return home for personal reasons. Arranged to meet her next trip (which was
yesterday). 1 hour incall (I would have done more but her train was very late and I had a pressing
engagement to go to). I usually do two hours if I can. Nice lady: Very apologetic for lateness and
just setting herself up in a flat in West Kensington (she did not seem all that familiar with London
geography) in a rush to meet me so a slightly chaotic meeting.

Plus side: Nice (curvy) body. Good heavy boobs with large nipples. A slight tum (a negative). I
would say very early 30s MILF. Very pretty face. Good accent. Interesting tattoos. Rock music
maven.
Services: As listed (no extra charges for me). Nice DFK. Very, very good oral (without). Good
technique and she was eager to please. I could have happily sat there and let her finish me off but
decided to explore. Reverse oral was enjoyable and she was responsive. Off with all her clothes
and on to full sex. Nice bum (though not sure Anal is available, alas). Various positions (she asked
what I liked which is always a plus). Finally ended in cowgirl and she was in a good position. Rode
me to a fast finish - I warned her I was close - she said "we can always go again". Time (on my
side) would not permit that.

Slightly scatty in terms of organization (the flat she had rented for part of this tour was really not
great). Very willing to please. Will also appeal to those who like rock chicks. Hard to capture the
essence but very much the passionate & natural GFE in a more mature English wrapper. Very very
good VFM. Needs a better location (but she knows that too and I think is moving on Monday).
Potentially very submissive. I would/will certainly go back (at those rates) and could afford to bring
my own towel (which on reflection, over the years, is something I should have done anyway). Hope
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this helps. Her rate is now (lower) to £90 a hour but I think CIM would be extra. 
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